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A dissection of a planar polygon K is a family of triangles whose union is K and such that the 
intersection of the interiors of any two distinct triangles is empty. If all the triangles have equal 
areas, the dissection is called an equidissection of K. An equidissection of K into m triangles is 
called an m-equidissection of K. It is known that in any m-equidissection of a square m is even. 
It has also been shown that in any m-equidissection of the regular n-gon, n P 5, m is a multiple 
of n and that in any m-equidissection of a centrally symmetric polygon m is even. 
In the present paper we explore equidissections of more general polygons. For instance, we 
show that for almost all polygons no equidissection exists. Furthermore, there are polygons for 
which the integers m such that the polygon has an m-equidissection are not the multiples of a 
single integer. 
0. Preliminaries 
Let K be a polygon. Its spectrum, S(K), consists of those integers m for which 
K has an m-equidissection. S(K) may or may not be empty. If S(K) is not empty, 
K is called equidissectuble. Observe that if m E S(K) and k is a positive integer, 
then km E S(K). A set B c S(K) is a generating set for S(K) if S(K) = {kb: 
k 3 1, b E B}; we then write S(K) = (B). If S(K) h as a generating set consisting 
of just one element, b, we have S(K) = (b) and call both K and S(K) principal. 
For example, a triangle is principal with generating set {l}, a square is principal 
with generating set (2) ([9,10,14]), and for n 2 5, a regular n-gon is principal, 
with generating set {n} ([6]). 
The main tool for examining the spectrum of a polygon situated in the plane R2 
is obtained by considering certain partitions of lR2 that are determined in terms of 
the ‘ord’ functions, which are defined for each positive prime integer p. They are 
also called ‘exponential valuations’ and are closely linked to non-Archimedean 
valuations. (See [2, p. 671 or [l].) 
Let p be such a prime. An ‘ordP’ function is any function, x*x’, with domain 
R and range R U {a~}, that has these properties: (a) p’ = 1, (b) (xy)’ =x’ + y’ for 
any real numbers x and y, (c) (X + y)’ 2 min{x’, y’}, with equality holding when 
x’ # y’, and (d) n’ = m if and only if x = 0. We write x’ = ord&), or, if the prime 
p is understood from the context, x’ = ordx. A function defined on a subfield of 
R’ and satisfying these four conditions will also be called an ord, function. 
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For a given prime p there is an infinite number of ord, functions, with domain 
R , all of which agree on the set of rational numbers: if n is an integer and a, b # 0 
are integers relatively prime to p, then ord,(p”a/b) = IZ. 
An ord, function defined on Q extends in either one or two ways to an ord, 
function defined on a quadratic extension Q(a), when d > 1 is a square-free 
positive integer. The function ord, has two extensions to CD(a) if d = 1 (mod 8); 
otherwise it has only one extension. If p is an odd prime that does not divide d 
and x2= d (modp) is solvable in Z, then there are two extensions of ord, to 
O(a); otherwise there is only one. (See [5, pp. 189-1901.) 
If F is a subfield of R and a E R is transcendental over P, an ord, function 
defined on F can be extended to F(u) with the value of ord,(a) prescribed to be, 
say, c E R’ by defining (C:&x’)’ = min, {f: + TC}. Thus the values of ord,, can be 
prescribed at a set of algebraically independent numbers. 
An ord, function defined on IR can be used to partition U&” into three sets, PO, 
PI, and P2, as follows: PO= {(x1, x2): xi, xJ>O}, PI = {(x1, x2): xl ~0, x;cx;}, 
P2 = {(XI, x2): x; s 0, xi >x;}. For example, with p = 5, (0, 5/3) E PO, (l/25, 0) E 
PI and (0, 1) E P2. Note that the origin is in PO for all p. 
A point in I&‘* that lies in Z$ will be labelled P. A triangle in IL!’ whose vertices 
have the labels PO, PI, and P2 is complete. A line segment in R* whose ends have 
the labels PO and PI will also be called complete. 
The main algebraic tool for examining the spectrum of a polygon is given in the 
following theorem ([6,8,9]). 
Theorem 0.1. Let K be a polygon in R* of urea A(K) with an m-equidissection. 
Let p be a prime. Orient the boundary of K. If the number of complete edges on 
the boundary of K whose orientation by the induced labeling agrees with a given 
orientation does not equal the number of such edges of opposite orientation, then 
ord,m 2 ord,,(2A(K)). 
Since this theorem provides the foundation of our work and shows how the 
ordp functions are related to equidissection, we sketch its proof. For simplicity we 
assume that the equidissection is simplicial, that is, the intersection of two distinct 
triangles is either empty or a vertex or an edge of both of them. 
By Sperner’s lemma ([ll, p, 1511, [12, Chapter 21) the equidissection contains a 
triangle T with vertices qo, ql, and q2 labelled PO, PI and P2 respectively. 
Translation of T by -q. produces a triangle with vertices (0, 0), (x1, yr) E PI, and 
(x2, y2) E P2. The area of T is equal to $1~~ y2- x2 y,l and is also equal to A(K)/m. 
Since ord&) s ord,(.vr) and ord,W < ord,(x2), ord,(xry2 - x2y1) = 
ord,(xl y2), which equals ord,(xJ + ord,(y,), hence is less than or equal to 0. 
Applying the ord, function to both sides of the equation A(K)/m = 41x2 y, - x1 y21 
establishes the theorem. 
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1. Two extreme cases 
We consider two contrasting types of polygons, equidissectable and non- 
equidissectable. A polygon K all of whose vertices have only rational coordinates 
is equidissectable: make a simplicial decomposition of K using these and, 
perhaps, additional vertices that have only rational coordinates. If the areas of 
the resulting triangles are a,/t, a,/& . . . , a,/& where the ai’s and t are positive 
integers, then K has an equidissection into a, + a2 + . . - + a, triangles. The 
following theorem concerns the opposite extreme. Its proof makes use of the 
notion of ‘algebraically independent’ real numbers. The real numbers 
al, a2, . . . , a, are algebraically independent if there is no polynomial 
f(x1, x2, . . . 9 x,) with integer coefficients such that f(a,, a2, . . . , a,) = 0, other 
than the polynomial all of whose coefficients are 0. In particular, each ai, 
1 c i c n, is transcendental. 
Theorem 1.1. Let Kc R2 be a polygon with at least four vertices. Zf the 
coordinates of the vertices are algebraically independent, then S(K) = 0. 
Proof. Let the vertices be (xi, yi), 1 6 sn, numbered consecutively around K i 
and let A be the area of K. Then A is a polynomial in these 2n coordinates with 
rational coefficients. 
Assume that m E S(K) and select a prime p > m. Extend ord, from the 
rationals to Q(x,, y,, . . . , x,, y,,) in such a way that xi = 0, yi = 1, xi = 1, y; = 1, 
xi = 1, y; =O. Thus (x1, yi), (x2, y2), (x3, y3) have the labels PI, PO, P2 
respectively. Set xl = 0, 4 < i C n. 
Since A involves y4 it is algebraically independent of x1, x2, . . . , x,, yi, y,, y3. 
Hence we may set A’ = 1. Extend this assignment o an ord, function defined 
on II2 (or at least on the field generated by all the coordinates of all the vertices of 
the equidissection). 
Since K has only one complete edge, and so is complete, Theorem 0.1 shows 
that m’s(2A)‘=2’+A’ 3 1. Therefore, p divides m. Since p > m, this is a 
contradiction. 0 
The theorem implies that the probability that a randomly chosen polygon in the 
plane is equidissectable is 0. A similar argument works for n-dimensional 
polytopes. 
2. Construction of equidissections 
Theorem 0.1 provides only a necessary condition that a given integer m is in a 
spectrum. We now describe a method for constructing equidissections of polygons 
and will use it in later sections. 
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Let K be bounded by a simple polygonal curve with n edges (adjacent edges 
not parallel) in the plane, furnished with a combinatorial scheme of a simplicial 
decomposition. The coordinates of the vertices are viewed as variables whose 
values are to be determined. 
The vertices are of three types: n vertices on the bounding curve of K, i 
vertices in the interior of K, and e vertices that lie on the interiors of edges on the 
boundary of K. The number of independent coordinates of these vertices is 
2n + 2i + e. (Each vertex not on the interior of an edge is free to move in a small 
open disk without altering the incidence relations. However, a vertex in the 
interior of an edge has only one degree of freedom.) 
.Let there be t triangles in the decomposition. Summing the angles in these 
triangles, we obtain xt =x(n -2)+Znri +ne, hence t =n -2+2i +e. Let the 
areas of the triangles be AI, AZ, . . . , A,. We wish to find values of the ~FZ + 2i + e 
independent coordinates such that the t - 1 ratios AZ/AI, AZ/AI, . . . , AJA, take 
on preassigned rational values, bJbl, b3/bI, . . . , b,/b,, where the bj’s are 
positive integers. If the desired coordinates can be found then there is a simplicial 
decomposition of the resulting polygon into b, + bz + - . - + b, triangles of equal 
areas. 
We thus have a function f defined on an open subset of R2n+2i-e into lW’-i, 
which has dimension n + 2i + e - 3. The dimension of the domain off exceeds the 
dimension of the range by IZ + 3, implying that we may add IZ + 3 constr~nts on 
the coordinates and still try to solve for them. For example, when K is a 
quadrilateral (n = 4) we may impose n + 3 = 7 constraints. With no loss of 
generality we may assume that three of the vertices are (0, 0), (0, l), and (1, 0), 
since the affine group is triply transitive on noncollinear points. In addition to 
these six constraints on the coordinates we may impose one more. For instance, if 
the fourth vertex is (x, y) we may impose y = 1, so that K will be a trapezoid, or 
x = y, so that K is symmetric with respect to its diagonal through the origin. If the 
Jacobian off is not 0 at a solution then all the coordinates are algebraic over the 
field generated by the prescribed coordinates (]7]). Or, if there are only a finite 
number of solutions, the same conclusion follows. The method will be applied 
first to trapezoids. 
3. Trapezoids 
A convex quad~lateral with the vertices (0, 0), (1, 0), (a, b), and (0,l) in order 
wiIl be denoted Q(a, b). We will assume that adjacent edges are not parallel, that 
is, a + b > 1, and Q, b >O. The symmetry (x, y)* (y, X) shows that Q(a, b) is 
affinely equivalent to Q(b, a), and we shall write Qfa, b) - Q(b, a). The affine 
mapping (x, y)--, (y/b, --x + (a - 1)ylb + 1) takes (0,O) to (0, l), (1,O) to (O,O), 
(a, b) to (l,O), and (0,l) to (l/b, (a + b - 1)/b). Hence Q(a, b) - Q(llb, (a + 
b - 1)/b). Repeating this operation shows also that Q(u, b) - Q(b/(a + b - l), 
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a/(a + b - 1)) and Q(a, 6) - Q((u + b - 1)/a, l/u). If a + b > 2, then u/(u + b - 
1) + b/(u + b - 1) < 2. Every convex quadrilateral is therefore affinely equivalent 
to a unique &(a, b), 1 <a + b s 2, a < 6. In particular, Q(u, a) - Q(u/(2a - l), 
u/(2u - 1)). 
If a and b are algebraically independent, we see that Q(u, b) is not 
equidissectable. For if Q(u, b) has an m-equidissection, select a prime p > m and 
make the assignments, ord,(u) = 0 and ord,(u + 6) = 1. (It follows that ord,(b) = 
0.) Relative to this ord,, function, (0,O) E PO, (1, 0) E Pi, (0, 1) E P2, and (a, b) E 
PI. Since there is only one edge labeled POPI and the area of Q(u, b) is (a + b)/2, 
Theorem 0.1 shows that ord,,(m) 3 ord,(u + b), so p divides m. This contradicts 
the assumption that p > m. 
Any trapezoid is equivalent to Q(u, 1) for some positive number a. Let T(u) 
denote Q(u, 1). A trapezoid is equivalent to T(u) if and only if the ratio of the 
lengths of its parallel sides is u(or l/u). Thus T(u) - T(l/u). 
Theorem 3.1. Zf a is transcendental, then S( T(u)) = 0. 
Proof. Assume that m E S(T(u)) and select a prime p > m. The area of T(u) is 
(1 + u)/2, and (0,O) E PO, (1, 0) E PI, and (0,l) E P2. Note that the fourth vertex 
(a, 1) cannot be in PO since 1’ = 0. Thus, the labeling of T(u) is complete. Extend 
ord,, from Q by setting (1 + a)’ = 1 (or any positive number). Then Theorem 0.1 
implies that m’ 3 (2(1+ a)/2)’ = (1 + a)’ = 1. Hence p divides m, a 
contradiction. 0 
Hales and Straus [4] gave a nonconstructive proof that there are quadrilaterals 
with empty spectrums. 
In the opposite direction from Theorem 3.1 is the following result. 
Theorem 3.2. Zf a = r/s, where r and s are positive integers, and (r, s) = 1, then 
S(T(u)) = (r + s). 
Proof. Since the diagonal of T(u) through the origin cuts T(u) into triangles of 
areas r/2s and l/2, which are in the ratio r/s, r + s E S(T(u)). 
Now assume m E S(T(u)). Let T(u) have area A. We wish to show that for any 
prime p that divides r + s, m’ 3 (r + s)‘. But this inequality is immediate: since 
the labelling of T(u) is complete, m’ a @A)’ = (2(1+ r/s)/2)’ = [(r + s)/s]’ = 
(r+s)‘. 0 
We have not been able to determine the spectrum of T(u) for all algebraic 
numbers. We conjecture that if r is rational and fi irrational, then S(T(fi)) is 
empty, but have not settled even the case T(e). However, the next theorem 
shows that for a broad class of quadratic irrational numbers a, the spectrum of 
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T(a) is not empty. A quadratic irrational a is in this class if it satisfies one of these 
three equivalent conditions: (i) a and its conjugate are both positive; (ii) a is of 
the form r, + fi2 or r, - G2 where r, and r2 are positive rational numbers with 
fi2 irrational, r, > fi2; (iii) a is a root of an equation of the form t3x2 - t,x + tr 
= 0, where tl, t2, t3 are positive integers, tg - 4t,t, > 0 and d- is 
irrational. 
Theorem 3.3. Let tl, t2, t3 be positive integers such that t$ - 4t,t3 > 0 and 
JIG is irrational. Let a be a root of t3x2 - t2x + t, = 0. Then tl + t2 + t, E 
S(T(a)). 
Proof. Let b denote a number in the interval (0,l). Decompose the trapezoid 
T(a) into three triangles: K with vertices (0, b), (a, l), and (0, 1); & with vertices 
(0, b), (LO) and (a, 1); & with vertices (O,O), (1, 0), and (0, b). The areas of 
these triangles are A, = a(1 - b)/2, A2 = (ab + 1 - b)/2, and A3 = b/2, 




A, tl AI by 
that is, 
ab +l- b t2 b t3 
=- and -=- 
a(l-b) tl a(1 -b) t; 
It follows that b = at3/(tl + at3), where a is a root of t3x2 - t2x + tl = 0. Dissection 
of T,, T2 and T3 into tl, t2, and t3 triangles of equal areas, respectively, provides 
an equidissection of T(a) into tl + t2 + t3 triangles. q 
Observe that if a satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3, so does l/u. 
Furthermore, for any positive rational number r we can form a trapezoid by 
adjoining to T(a) a triangle of height 1 and base r(1 + a); the fourth vertex is 
(a + r (1 + a), 1). The resulting trapezoid, T(a + r (1 + a)), is equidissectable 
since the area of the adjoined triangle is a rational multiple of the area of T(a). 
But it is also easy to check that a + r(1 + a) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 
3.3. We conjecture that the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3 is a necessary condition 
for T(a) to be equidissectable where a is a quadratic irrational number. 
Theorem 3.4. Let tl, t2, t3 be positive integers such that ti - 4tlt3 > 0 and 
J/- is irrational. Let a be a root of t3x2 - t,x + t, = 0. Assume that 
tl + t2 + t3 is relatively prime to t3 and to 2t, + t2. Then S(T(a)) = (tl + t2 + t3). 
Proof. We know that tl + t2 + t3 E S(T(a)). Now consider an equidissection of 
T(a) into m triangles. In view of Theorem 0.1 and the fact that relative to any 
ord, function the labeling of T(a) is complete, we wish to show that (1 + a)’ 2 
(tl + t2 + t3)’ for any ord, for which the prime p divides tl + t2 + t3. 
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Let b = 1 + a. Then b is a root of 
t$ + (-2t, - t*)x + t, + t* + t3 = 0. 
Letting b* be the conjugate of b, we have bb* = (tI + t2 + Q/t3 and b + b* = 
(2t, + t2)/f3. Thus b’ + (b*)’ > 0 and (b + b*)’ = 0. 
If b’ = (b*)‘, we immediately obtain a contradiction. Thus b’ #(b*)‘. This 
implies that ord,, extends to Q(a) in two ways. (This could also be shown by the 
criterion on extensions of ord, to quadratic fields, cited in Section 0.) In one 
extension, b’ = 0, and in the other, (b*)’ = 0. Choose the extension in which 
(b*)’ = 0. Since b’ + (b*)’ = (tI + f2 + t3)’ it follows that b’ = (tI + t2 + ~4’. Thus 
112’ 3 (1 + a)’ 2 (tl + t2 + t3)‘. Since m’ Z= (tI + t2 + t3)’ for each prime divisor of 
t1 + t2 + t3, it follows that t1 + t2 + t3 divides m, that is, m E (tI + t, + t3). 0 
If Theorem 3.4 does not apply, Theorem 0.1 may not determine the spectrum 
of T(a), where a is quadratic irrational. For instance, if tr = 1, t2 = 11, and t3 = 3, 
one can show that (15)~s~ (5), where S denotes the spectrum of the 
corresponding trapezoid. For t1 = 3, t2 = 12, and f3 = 5, one can show that 
(20) ESG (10). 
Let us examine the situation when a = 6, where n is a positive integer and fi 
is irrational. In this case m’ 3 (1 + fi)r, if there is an equidissection of T(u) into 
m triangles. Let b=l+fi and b*=l-$. Thus bb*=l-n and b+b*=2. 
For p an odd prime divisor of IZ - 1, b’ # (b*)‘, and we may assume that 
b’ = (1 - n)‘. So, if 12 is even, n - 1 divides m. If II is odd, 2 is a divisor of it - 1. If 
it = 3, 5, 7 (mod 8) there is only one extension of ord, to Q!(G). Hence 
ord,(b) = (ord,(n - 1))/2. If it = 1 (mod 8), there are two extensions. These 
extensions do not agree on b. (For we would then have b’ = (b*)’ = +ord,(n - 
1) 2 3/2. But (b’ + b*)’ = 1.) S o we may assume b’ = (n - 1)‘. All told, if T(fi) 
has an equidissection into m triangles, we conclude that (n - 1)/2 divides m if 
n = 3, 5, 7 (mod 8) and that IZ - 1 divides m if IZ = 1 (mod 8) or if n is even. For 
instance, if there are any equidissections of T(a), they must contain at least 
128 triangles. 
In [6,13] it was shown that Theorem 0.1 could give more information about 
the spectrum of a polygon K when applied to an affine image of K than when 
applied to K itself. However, it can be shown that this is not the case when the 
polygon is the trapezoid T(u). 
For example, apply the affine transformation F : (x, y)+ (uIlx + u21y + e, 
a12x + a2,y +f) to T(a). Then WA 0) = (e, f), F(L 0) = (alI + e, al2 +f), 
W, 1) = @21+ e, ~22 +f), F(a, 1) = ( alla + u21 + e, u12u + u2* +f). Since the 
determinant of F is u11u22- u21u12, the area of F(T(u)) is I(1 + u)(u~~u~~- 
u~~u~~)/~]. It turns out that for all F for which the labeling of F(T(u)) is complete, 
one has (u11u22 - u~~u~~)’ G 0 or G-U’. In either case, the inequality m’ 3 
I(1 + ~)h~22 - u~~u,~)~ ’ gives no more information about m than m’ 2 (1 + a)’ 
does. The reasoning involves an analysis of cases, of which we will describe only 
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two: the first illustrating ((1i1uZ2- u~~Q)’ 6 --a’ and the second, (allazz- 
42iQ)’ c 0. 
Assume that (e, f) E PO. Then translation by -(e, f) preserves the labeling of 
vertices and the area. We thus may assume that the four vertices of F(T(a)) are, 
in order, (0, 0), (uZ1, a&, (alla + uzl, u12u + Use), and (all, u12). Assume that in 
the complete labeling (u2i, uZ2) E Pi and (alla + u21, u12u + u22) E P2. We then 
have U&GO, a’ 21 s 42, @12a + a22)’ 6 0, (ui2u + u22)’ <(alla + u21)‘. We will 
show that (~12~~ - u~~u~~)’ ==-a’. 
Let t = u12u + u22 and s = aila + u21. Note that t’ s 0 and t’ es’. Thus 
( alla22 - u21u12,~=[(s~)u22-(~)u21]’ 
= $z22 - la,,)] = (su22 - tu21)’ - a’. 
Since t’ <s’ and a& < ui2, (s(z~~ - tuzl)’ = (tuzl)’ = t’ + a& s 0 + 0 = 0. Hence 
( alla22 - (121412)’ c -a’. 
For the second example, assume that F(0, 0) E PI, F(0, 1) E PI, F(u, 1) E P2, 
and F(l, 0) E PO. Translation by -F(l, 0) = -(al1 + e, al2 +f) yields in particular 
F(0, 0) - F(1,O) E PI and F(1, 1) - F(1,O) E P2. Thus (--all, -ui2) E PI and 
(alla + u21 - a,,, u12u + u22 - ui2) E P2. It follows that ali G 0, ai1 s ui2, (ui2 (a - 
1) + Use)’ 6 0, and (u12(u - 1) + Use)’ < (all (a - 1) + u2i)‘. Let t = u12(u - 1) + 
u22 and s = (ai1 (a - 1) + u2i)‘. Then 
( alla22 - a2142)’ = [a11 (t - a12 (a - 1)) - (8 - a11 (a - 1))421 
= (Qt - U&)’ = (alIt)’ s 0. 
The other possible complete labelings of F(T(u)) can be treated similarly. 
The ‘zig-zag’ construction used in Theorem 3.3 generalizes to provide algebraic 
numbers a of higher degrees for which T(u) is equidissectable. Consider the 
trapezoid with vertices (4x1, a), (f 1, 1). Fig. 1 shows the zig-zag process with six 
triangles instead of three. 
Fig. 1. 
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There are five independent variables a, = a, u3, u4, u5, u6, which determine Ai, 










UlU2 = -a ) 
u2u3 = Al + u1u2 = B1 - u2, 
u-g4 = A2 + u2u3 = B2 - u2, 
u4u5 = A3 + u3u4 = B3 - u2, 
u5u6 = A4 + u4u5 = B4 - u2, 
(1& = A5 + (15‘26 = B5 - U2. 
ThUS 




Multiplying these together and recalling that a7 = 1 and ui = a, yields, 
1 B5-u2B3’-u2B1-a2 
-p 
ii-B,-u2B2-a2 u2 ’ 
hence 
u(B4 - u2)(B2 - a”) = (B5 - u2)(B3 - u2)(B, - a’). (1) 
The area of the trapezoid is u2 - 1. Letting Bi = Oi(a2 - l), where oi is rational, 
shows that 1 is a root of (1). Hence a is a root of a fifth degree polynomial with 
rational coefficients. 
It is not the case that in all combinatorial subdivisions the degree of the 
polynomial for a is one less than the number of triangles. Consider, for instance, 
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The areas of the triangles are to be proportional to the integers ti, 1 =S i s 5, 
whose sum will be denoted C. Hence 
~(1-6) bc d da--d-c+1 a+1 =-=-= =- 
Cl f2 13 ts t ’ 
from which it follows that 
b = (t - t*)a - t1 t42 + 1) 
tu ’ c = (t - tJu - tl ’ 
d = t& + I) 
t ’ 
and thus that 
t3(t - t&z3 - (t1t3 + tt* + (t - tJt5)u2 + (t*t3 + tt4 + 2t1t5)u 
+ t,(t3 + t5 - t) = 0. 
(Note that the coefficients alternate in sign, forcing a to be positive.) 
4. Equidissections of other quadrilaterals 
We next consider qualdrilaterals that may not be trapezoids. 
Theorem 4.1. Zf a + b or a/b is rational, then S(Q(u, b)) is not empty. 
Proof. Let a + b = r/s, where r and s are relatively prime positive integers. The 
diagonal of Q(u, b) that joins (0,l) to (1,0) divides the quadrilateral into 
triangles whose areas are l/2 and (a + b - 1)/2, hence in the ratio l/(u + b - 1) 
or s/(r -s). Thus r E S(Q(u, b)). 
Next, let u/b = r/s, where r and s are relatively prime positive integers. The 
diagonal joining (0,O) to (a, b) divides Q(u, b) into triangles whose areas are in 
the ratio r/s. Thus r +s E S(Q(u, b)). 0 
The argument for Theorem 4.1 shows that 2 and 3 are both in S(Q(3/2,3/2)). 
Hence Q(3/2,3/2) is not principal. The next theorem shows that its spectrum 
consists of all integers greater than or equal to 2. 
Theorem 4.2. Let a > l/2 be a rational number such that ord,(u) c -1; that is, 
u = r/(B), where r and s are relatively prime positive integers and r is odd. Then 
S(Q (a, a)) contains (2) and all integers of the form r + 2.si, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
Proof. Let i be a nonnegative integer and let x = u/(u + i). Divide Q(u) into 
three triangles with the aid of the vertex (x, 0): one with vertices (0, 0), (x, 0), 
(0, l), one with vertices (x, 0), (a, a), (0, l), and one with vertices (x, 0), (1, 0), 
(a, a), of areas x/2, (xu -x + u)/2, and (a - ux)/2, respectively. (If i = 0, there 
are only two triangles.) 
The areas of the triangles are in the proportion: 
x : xu-x+u : u(l-X) 
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or 
a 
- . S(a-1)+a : a(l-2). 
a+i ’ 
Replacing a by rl(2.r) and simplifying, we see that the areas are in the proportion: 
s : r -s + si : si. 
Therefore the quadrilateral has an equidissection into s + (r - s + si) + si = r + 2si 
triangles, as claimed. 0 
The next theorem stands in contrast to the preceding one. 
Theorem 4.3. Zf ord,(a) > -1, then S(Q(a, a)) = (2). In particular, if a is 
transcendental, S(Q(a, a)) = (2). 
Proof. If -1 < ord,(a) G 0, then Q(a, a) is complete and the result is immediate. 
If ord,(a) > 0, apply the shear (x, y)+ (x/a, y), obtaining a complete qua- 
drilateral Q(1, a) to which Theorem 0.1 applies. 0 
Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 do not cover irrational a for which ord,(a) C -1. Since 
Q(a, a) - Q(a/(2a - l), a/(2a - l)), the case ‘ord,(a) < -1’ reduces to the case 
‘ord,(a) = -1’. So the unsettled Q(a, a) are those where a is an irrational 
algebraic number such that ord,(a) = -1, e.g. a = fi/2: For such a can 
S(Q(a, a)) contain an odd integer? 
Theorem 4.4. Zfa and b are positive integers, then S(Q(a, b)) = ((a + b)/(a, b)). 
Proof. The diagonal joining (0,O) to (a, b) dissects Q(a, b) into triangles of areas 
a/2 and b/2, showing that (a + b)/(a, b) E S(Q(a, b)). 
Now consider an m-equidissection of Q(a, b) and let p divide (a + b)/(a, b). 
If p does not divide (a, b), then Q(a, b) is complete and, by Theorem 0.1, 
ord,(m) > ord,,(a + b) = ord,((a + b)l(a, b)). 
If p divides (a, b) then Q(a, b) is not complete. Without loss of generality, 
assume ord,(a) < ord,(b), hence ord,,(a) = ord,((a, b)). The image of Q(a, b) 
under the shear (x, y)+ (x/a, y) is complete and has area (a + b)/(2a). By 
Theorem 0.1 
ord,(m) 2 ordP(F) = ordP(s). 
Thus S(Q(a, b)) = ((a + b)l(a, b)). 0 
A similar argument establishes the next theorem. 
Theorem 4.5. Let a, b, c, d be positive integers such that (a, b) = 1, (c, d) = 1, 
(a, c) = 1, and (b, d) = 1. Then S(Q(alb, c/d)) = (ad + bc). 
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Theorem 4.6. If a is algebraic and b is transcendental, then S(Q(a, b)) = 0. 
Proof. Assume that Q(a, b) has an m-equidissection and select a prime p > m 
such that ord,(a) = 0. On the transcendental a + b assign ord,(a + b) = 1. Then 
Q(a, b) is complete and ord,(m) 2 ord,(2(a + b)/2) = ord,(a + b) = 1. Hence p 
divides m, a contradiction. 0 
The proof of the next theorem is similar. 
Theorem 4.7. Zf a and b are algebraically independent, then S(Q(a, b)) = 0. 
5. Equidissections of polytopes 
The definitions and theorems of Section 0 generalize to higher dimensions. (See 
[S]). For instance, in R” one defines n + 1 sets, P,, P1, . . . P,, as follows. 
PO = {X,, X2, . . . ) x,): x:>O, lsisn} and Pi={(xI,x2,. . . ,x,): minimum 
xi < 0 and j is the smallest value of r such that x: = minimum xi}. An 
m-equidissection into n-dimensional simplices is defined like an m-equidissection 
into triangles. The conclusion of the generalization of Theorem 0.1 is that 
ord,(m) 2 ord,(n! Volume of K). The spectrum of an n-dimensional polytope is 
defined like that of a polygon. If K is an n-dimensional simplex, S(K) = (1) and 
if K is an n-dimensional cube S(K) = (n!) ([S]). The spectrum of the regular 
octahedron K8 is (4). (Consider the affine image of K8 which has vertices 
(O,O, 0), (LO, 0), (1, 1, O), (0, I, 0) on the equator, top vertex (0, 0,l) and 
bottom vertex (1, 1, - 1). There is exactly one complete facet P,P,P,. The volume 
of K, is 2/3. By Theorem 0.1, ord,m 2 ord,(3!(2/3)) = ord,(4) = 2, and 4 divides 
m. Since 4 is clearly in S(K,), it follows that S(K,) = (4).) 
The spectrums of the regular 12-hedron, Ki2, and regular 20-hedron, K20, are 
not determined. Clearly 60 E S(K,,) and 20 E S(K,), but we can show only that 
S(K,,) c (30) and S(K,,,) G (10). We sketch the argument in the second case. 
For KZO use the coordinates given in [3, pp. 52-531. Letting t = (1 + fi)/2, we 
first translate Kzo by (t, 1, 0) and then apply the linear transformation 
L : (x, y, z)+ (-% y, z) 
(+(It) !; j:)~ 
which is chosen so that L(0, 2, 0) = (0, 1, 0), L(t, 1 -t, 1) = (1, 0, 0), and L(t - 1, 
1, t) = (0, 0, 1). The image of K20 under the composition of the translation and L 
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 0.1 for the ord, and ord5 functions. The 
theorem then shows that S(K& E (10). The argument for Ki2 is similar. 
Theorem 3.1, which asserts that the trapezoid T(a) has no equidissections 
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when a is transcendental, generalizes to higher dimensions. For a positive 
transcendental number a, define K to be the convex hull in R” of the points 
(El, . . . 9 E,), where .si = 0 or 1 but not all ej are 1, together with the point 
(I, 1, * * . 7 1, a). (K is obtained from the standard unit hypercube by moving the 
vertex from (l,l, . . . , 1) along one edge of the hypercube.) Take the case 
0 <a < 1. The volume of K is 1 - (1 - a)/(n)! If there were an m-equidissection 
of K pick a prime p > m that is not a divisor of n ! - 1 and make the assignment 
ord,(n! - 1 + a) = 1. Since ord,(n! - 1) = 0, it follows that ord,(u) = 0. Thus, the 
labeling, like that of the standard hypercube, is complete. It follows that 
=ord,,(n!-l-u)=l>O, 
and p divides m, a contradiction. A similar argument goes through if a > 1. 
An example of a three-dimensional polytope whose spectrum is not principal 
is provided by the union of two regular tetrahedra that share a common 
facet. Clearly this polytope can be dissected into two or into three congruent 
simplices. 
5. Questions 
The preceding results raise several questions: 
1. For which algebraic irrational numbers a does a trapezoid whose parallel 
sides have length 1 and a have an equidissection? (Are they those numbers whose 
real conjugates are all positive?) In particular, consider the case a = fi. 
2. Is every trapezoid principal? 
3. Let Q be the quadrilateral with vertices (0, 0), (l,O), (0, l), and (a, a) where 
a is a rational number with even denominator (a = r/(2t), where r and t are 
positive integers, (r, t) = 1, and r is odd.) Does Q have an equidissection into an 
odd number, less than r, of triangles? 
4. Can the quadrilateral with vertices (O,O), (l,O), (0, l), (ti/2, fi/2) be 
dissected into an odd number of triangles of equal areas? 
5. In any equidissection of the square with vertices (0, 0), (1, 0), (1, l), (0,l) 
are all the coordinates of all the vertices algebraic? More generally, in an 
equidissection of a polygon are the coordinates of all the vertices algebraic over 
the field generated by the coordinates of the vertices of the polygon? 
6. Does every equidissection of a centrally symmetric polytope have an even 
number of simplices? (See [13] where the answer is shown to be ‘yes’ for 
hexagons and octagons. Paul Monsky has shown that it is ‘yes’ for polygons.) 
7. Is there any relation between the spectrum of a polytope K and the spectrum 
of the cone or cylinder with base K? 
8. If a spectrum of a polytope is finitely generated, must it be principal? 
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